
                              Homophone Differentiation (Int.) _________________
Place the following homophones in the correct sentences:

dear      deer       hear       here      pale      pail     tow    toe
know      no         knight     night      stairs   stares   pear   pair

I don't ___________ how my lunchbox got left in my cubby!

I spent the ___________ at my friend Josh's house.

He was running a fever, and he looked very __________.

I stubbed my ________ on the bookcase, and it hurt!

I don't like it when the teacher ___________ at me like that!

I got a new _________ of shoes for my birthday.

Did you __________ what I said?

There is ________ homework tonight because of the meeting.

I saw a young, spotted _________ at the edge of the woods.

I need you to come ________ and give me a hand.

You are a very ___________ friend to me.

I walked up two flights of ___________ to reach the top floor.

The man will have to _________ our car since the engine won't run.

I always like to take my shovel and __________ to the beach to make a castle.

The ____________ drew his sword to protect the princess from the dragon!

My mom put a ___________ in my lunchbox along with my sandwich.  

When choosing homophones, I feel  _____ confident    ______unsure  ______ Help!



                              Homophone Differentiation (Int.) Answer Key
Place the following homophones in the correct sentences:

dear      deer       hear       here      pale      pail     tow    toe
know      no         knight     night      stairs   stares   pear   pair

I don't ___________ how my lunchbox got left in my cubby!    (know)

I spent the ___________ at my friend Josh's house.    (night)

He was running a fever, and he looked very __________.   (pale)

I stubbed my ________ on the bookcase, and it hurt!   (toe)

I don't like it when the teacher ___________ at me like that!     (stares)

I got a new _________ of shoes for my birthday.     (pair)

Did you __________ what I said?       (hear)

There is ________ homework tonight because of the meeting.    (no)

I saw a young, spotted _________ at the edge of the woods.       (deer)

I need you to come ________ and give me a hand.         (here)

You are a very ___________ friend to me.         (dear)

I walked up two flights of ___________ to reach the top floor.     (stairs)

The man will have to _________ our car since the engine won't run.    (tow)

I always like to take my shovel and __________ to the beach to make a castle.  (pail)

The ____________ drew his sword to protect the princess from the dragon!  (knight)

My mom put a ___________ in my lunchbox along with my sandwich.  (pear)


